
Implementing LCAP 
as a District 
Leadership Team

March 21, 2016                 Day 3 1

Plan for Today
★ Winter Local Metrics/Data (with TEAM TIME)

★ Annual Update (with TEAM TIME)

★ Budget and 3A/3B (with TEAM TIME)

★ 3 Year Plan (with TEAM TIME)

★ Timeline Check-in (with TEAM TIME)

★ Q&A 
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LINK to Handouts: http://www.shastacoe.org/page.cfm?p=6957 
 

Review Winter Data
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Chronic Absenteeism
➔ Roughly 230,000 CA 

elementary school students 
(about 1 in 12) in 2014-15 
were chronically absent.

➔ Chronic absenteeism in K-1 
has been linked to difficulty 
reading in 3rd grade.

➔ Students not reading at grade 
level in 3rd grade are four 
times as likely to drop out of 
high school.

http://bit.ly/1QoEa0N 
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http://www.shastacoe.org/page.cfm?p=6957
http://bit.ly/1QoEa0N
http://bit.ly/1QoEa0N
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1. Are we on track to meet our 
Expected Annual 
Measurable Outcomes for 
LCAP? If not, what mid-
course corrections should 
be made?

2. Are we seeing the same 
level of impact/result for 
each subgroup or economic 
group with our results? Is 
more services/funds 
necessary at some sites to 
create equitable outcomes? 

Reviewing Winter 
Data - TEAM TIME

Annual Update
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Financial Audit Implications
Annual Compliance Audit Guide

1) Obtain a copy of the LEA’s approved local control and accountability plan or annual update to 
the local control and accountability plan for the audit year.

2) Select a sample of actions or services the LEA described in Section 2 of the plan that the LEA 
identifies as having actual expenditures.

3) Select a sample of actual expenditures for actions or services identified pursuant to 2 and 
examine supporting documentation to determine whether the expenditures were made 
consistent with the actions or services.

4) If the expenditures selected pursuant to 3 were not made consistent with the identified actions 
or services, so state in a finding.
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Annual 
Update

Appendix:
Bridging 
Document



LCAP Review - Section 1
ANNUAL UPDATE: a description of 
how stakeholder engagement has 
impacted the development of your 
LCAP and where it is found in the 
LCAP.
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CDE 
Focus

Annual Update - Instructions
For each goal in the prior year LCAP, review the progress toward 

the expected annual outcome(s) based on, at a minimum, the 

required metrics pursuant to Education Code sections 52060 and 

52066. The review must include an assessment of the 

effectiveness of the specific actions.  Describe any changes to the 

actions or goals the LEA will take as a result of the review and 

assessment. In addition, review the applicability of each goal in 

the LCAP.
10
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Look in your packet for your district template.
Annual Update - Instructions
For each goal in the prior year LCAP, review the progress toward 

the expected annual outcome(s) based on, at a minimum, the 

required metrics pursuant to Education Code sections 52060 and 

52066. The review must include an assessment of the 

effectiveness of the specific actions.  Describe any changes to 

the actions or goals the LEA will take as a result of the review and 

assessment. In addition, review the applicability of each goal in 

the LCAP.
12



Assessment of Progress

Review and/or write:
❏ A discussion of the expected measurable 

outcomes and a description of how that 
worked in actuality

❏ An assessment of effectiveness of actions 
and services: What was the effect of what 
was done, not just that it was done but what 
happened better for students as a result

13

CDE 
Focus

CDE 
Focus

Sample Statements of Effectiveness
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Actual Actions & Services What changes in actions, services, and expenditures will be made as a 
result of reviewing past progress and/or changes to goals?

Professional development 
was offered to all teachers in 
the district regarding 
Trauma-Informed 
Instructional Practices. 
Walkthroughs following the 
training revealed that rhythm 
and routine were 
incorporated into 100% of 
the classrooms as two 
district measures of 
implementation.

1.1 A larger percentage of high school students took AP courses, but may not 
have been prepared for the rigor of these courses. Training and collaboration for 
AP teachers will be provided in August 2015 to broaden their knowledge of ways 
to scaffold and support students for whom AP might be a challenge.

1.2 There was growth in the percent of students reading on grade level in only 2 
of 4 grade levels, with decreases in the other two grades. Instructional Coaches 
will review data of students in intervention groups every 4 weeks in 2015-16 in 
order more closely monitor whether a change in intervention or length of time in 
intervention is needed.

1.3 Suspension rates have grown for, Foster Youth and Students with 
Disabilities. After examining the data, it appears that middle schools have the 
majority of the suspensions. The LCAP for 2016-2017 will have
additional services that will include an expansion of professional development 
around student
engagement.

Examples of Effectiveness Statements

A. Survey results showed, the Kindergarten students attending Jump Start became familiar 
with the large campus which helped with transition when the school year began.  Other 
grade level students in Jump Start had the opportunity to maintain or increase the skill 
level which benefitted them academically when the school year began.

B. One out of the three schools used this model to look at student data and make new groups 
for ELA.  Providing release time to teachers to review current data to make adjustment to 
students flexible grouping which in turn has increased the number of students moving to 
higher level groups which has increased student achievement.

C. Developed a plan with the custodial staff to delineate cleaning schedule. Our FIT report 
indicates that the change in our cleaning schedule has led to a good school rating overall.

D. We increased the hours for existing staff and hired two additional counselors.  Additional 
counseling has been an effective action plan as it has helped reduce referrals at each site 
and has increased student connectedness, as measured by responses on the student 
surveys and administrative discussions.

E. Awards each trimester to recognize attendance and incentives given to students with 
100% attendance each trimester.  All but two of our sites showed lower absentee rates this 
year.  The two sites who did not will focus on this target in their 15-16 goals.
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TEAM: Assessment of Progress
Utilizing the Annual Update template, begin to document 
progress on 2015-16 goals & actions:
● Has your district completed the action/service?

○ If yes - what data do you have to support this?
○ If no - document “why not?” Did stakeholder input steer 

you in a different direction?  Were you unable to hire?
● What does the data tell the team in terms of 

effectiveness of the action/service (including mid-year 
and end-of-year data)?

● Should we continue/discontinue the action/service?
● Begin writing statements of Effectiveness for 

Actions/Services

16



New 3-Year Plan
 Review and/or revise

 Section 2: Identified needs are clearly 
articulated in terms of the data or 
stakeholder input or student input on 
why the goal was identified

17

CDE 
Focus

Samples - Identified Need
Goal: Literacy

Identified Need: Over 50% of our students in grades K-5 do not 
read on grade level.

Goal: Math

Identified Need: Over 60% of our students in grades 3-8 did 
not score at meeting or exceeding standards in mathematics.

Goal: Safety

Identified Need: 40% of middle school students surveyed did 
not feel safe in the bathrooms.
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TEAM: New 3-Year Plan
 Review and/or revise: Are our Identified 
Needs for the goal clearly articulated in 
terms of:

• data,
• stakeholder input, or 
• student input?

19

2016-17 Budget

20



LCAP and your Adopted Budget

• LCAP $s must encompass May revise budget updates
• Specifically, update sup/con amount and MMP in Section 3
• In past years a few districts have had to add services to their 

plan in the ninth hour due to funding increases
• Might be the first year of LCFF where we see a reduction in gap 

funding or one-times due to market conditions

• Create a meaningful 3-year plan
• LCAP multi-year and budget multi-year must align
• 2016/17, 2017/18, 2018/19 21

Budget 
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LCAP Sections 
3A/3B

23

LCAP Sections 3A and 3B

24



LCAP Section 3A

25

LCAP Section 3A
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15496(b)(1) A school district that has an enrollment of unduplicated pupils 
of 55% or more of the district’s total enrollment in the fiscal year for which 
an LCAP is adopted or in the prior year may expend supplemental and 
concentration grant funds on a districtwide basis. A school district 
expending funds on a districtwide basis shall do all of the following:

(A)   Identify in the LCAP those services that are being funded and 
provided on a districtwide basis.

(B)  Describe in the LCAP how such services are principally directed 
towards, and are effective in, meeting the district’s goals for its 
unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priority areas.

LCAP Section 3A
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15496(b)(2) A school district that has an enrollment of unduplicated pupils 
of less than 55% of the district’s total enrollment in the fiscal year for 
which an LCAP is adopted or in the prior year may expend supplemental 
and concentration grant funds on a districtwide basis. A school district 
expending funds on a districtwide basis shall do all of the following:

(A)   Identify in the LCAP those services that are being funded and provided 
on a districtwide basis.

(B)  Describe in the LCAP how such services are principally directed 
towards, and are effective in, meeting the district’s goals for its 
unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priority areas.

(C) Describe how the services are the most effective use of funds to meet 
the district’s goals for its unduplicated pupils in the state and any local 
priority areas.

Districtwide
Effective Use of Funds

§ 15496. (b)(2)(C) Describe how these services are the most effective use of the 
funds to meet the district’s goals for its unduplicated pupils in the state and any 
local priority areas. The description shall provide the basis for this 
determination, including, but not limited to, any alternatives considered and 
any supporting research, experience, or educational theory.

-Is this action or service being offered to ALL students throughout the district 
equally?

28



§ 15496. (b)(3)(C) Describe how these services are the most effective use of the 
funds to meet the district’s goals for its unduplicated pupils in the state and 
any local priority areas. The description shall provide the basis for this 
determination, including, but not limited to, any alternatives considered and 
any supporting research, experience, or educational theory.

-Is this action or service being offered to ALL students at a particular school site 
equally?  
-Additional Question:  Why this school site and not the other(s)?

Schoolwide
Effective Use of Funds

29

LCAP Section 3B
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§ 15496. Requirements for LEAs to Demonstrate Increased or Improved 
Services for Unduplicated Pupils in Proportion to the Increase in Funds 
Apportioned for Supplemental and Concentration Grants.

(a) This funding shall be used to increase or improve services for unduplicated 
pupils as compared to the services provided to all pupils in proportion to the 
increase in funds apportioned on the basis of the number and concentration 
of unduplicated pupils as required by Education Code section 42238.07(a)(1). 
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LCAP Section 3B
Title 5, § 15495. Definitions.

(k) “to improve services” means to grow services in quality.

(l) “to increase services” means to grow services in quantity.

32



5 Questions to Ask
When considering the use of  

Supplemental and Concentration Funds 

on a Schoolwide / Districtwide basis

33

Question 1

Are the proposed use of funds “principally directed” 
toward meeting the goals that the LEA has set in its LCAP 
for high need students (low-income students, English 
learners, and foster youth)?

 

(In other words, a forethought, not an afterthought or an 
equal thought?) 34

LCAP Section 3A

Tutoring Support. The program is principally directed to serve our unduplicated students by diagnosing their weaknesses 
and offering tutoring support to assess their academic achievement. We will seek to provide 9-12 students with academic 
tutoring for core classes and other after-school offerings that may include classes to prepare students for SAT/ACT, 
preparatory classes and intervention classes to ensure student success for English learners and students struggling 
academically. In grades K-8, the support will primarily consist of math and literacy support, also focusing on our unduplicated 
students who comprise the large majority of students who need extra academic support.

Cost of the above (Tutoring program) $65,000 

35

Example Q1 LCAP Section 3A

This is probably the most common format utilized for Section 3A by our 
county.  

States how action is to 
“principally” serve unduplicated 
students
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LCAP Section 3A

Can the proposed use of funds be demonstrated (by past 
experience, research, or theory) as an “effective” use of 
funds for serving the LEA’s goals for high need students? 

Question 2
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Example Q2

This is an appendix format utilized for Section 3A by another county with 
the goal to detail why each action is principally directed and effective in 
increasing or improving services for unduplicated students.

States how action is  “effective” 
in serving unduplicated students

LCAP Section 3A

If the population of high need students in the LEA is <55%, or in the school is 
<40%, is the decision to provide the LEA-wide or schoolwide service the most 
effective use of the funds, including compared to more targeted programs?

 

• Does the LCAP provide the basis for the “most effective” determination, 
including:

• alternatives considered, 

• any supporting research,

•  experience, or 

• educational theory? 38

LCAP Section 3AQuestion 3

39

LCAP Section 3AExample Q3

Does the proposed use of funds increase or improve services 
for high need students (i.e., does it “grow services in quality” 
or “quantity”) over the level of services provided to all pupils 
for the LCAP year? 

40

LCAP Section 3BQuestion 4



41

LCAP Section 3BExample Q4

42

LCAP Section 3BExample Q4

For annual updates and future LCAP adoptions, after a reasonable time for 
implementation: 

(a) did the investment result in an increase or improvement in services in 
terms of program quantity or quality as promised? 

(b) Was it effective (or, for low-concentration schools/LEAs, the most 
effective use) in improving outcomes in the intended priority area? 
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Annual Update 
Considerations

Question 5

Ave Score Inc 17
A-ROI: 2.56% 

Ave Score Inc 50
A-ROI: 5.00%

Intervention #1
Blue Method
Cost $400,000
Pupils Served: 600

Intervention #2
Red Method
Cost $100,000
Pupils Served: 100

44

Example Q5



Academic Return on Investment
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A-ROI =

(Increase in
Student

Learning)

(Number of 
Students 
Helped)

$ Spent

X

If the answer to any of the 
5 Questions is NO, then…

•Panic,

•Contact your LCAP SCOE buddy to discuss what you propose to do, 

OR

•Reconsider the expenditure of Supplemental and Concentration 
funds in a districtwide or schoolwide manner.
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     (serving targeted pupils only, no need for further clarification)
   
     This action is principally directed to the targeted pupils as 93% of students in need of summer education are from the targeted groups 
based on the detailed survey undertaken by our teaching staff 2/1/16.
          

  
    
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
       We have noted in the past that the summer slide is a major problem in our district and we believe summer school will be the most 
effective use of funds to serve the  targeted pupil groups and meet our goal of closing the achievement gap.  We believe a more structured 
program will result in less learning loss versus a considered alternative of opening the library throughout the summer due to lack of 
accountability. See studies at www.summerlearning.org.  We believe serving the entire population will help to combat social stigma issues.

     

  
  
  
  
  
       Summer school is an effective action at mitigating the achievement gap due to the fact that learning loss is more prevalent in low-income 
households versus high-income households over summer break.  Our choice to offer summer school to all students is due to the belief that 
by creating a need based entry barrier we will be reinforcing a stigma the student may already be fighting.  See research at www.selfworth.
org for studies on this matter and its negative effects.

     

Goal 1 – Action A:  Provide K-2 reading tutors ($25,000 targeted)

Goal 1 – Action B:  Provide a 4 week summer program ($50,000 districtwide)

          

LCAP Section 3A - EXAMPLE

47

• DESCRIBE your plan to expend supplemental and concentration funds.
• IF districtwide or schoolwide:

(Q#1)  DESCRIBE how the action is principally directed at targeted pupils needs
(Q#2) JUSTIFY how the action is effective in meeting targeted pupil goals in state priorities

• IF districtwide <55% or schoolwide <40%:
(Q#3) DESCRIBE how the chosen actions are most effective use of the funds
(consider including justifications to support not implementing a targeted use of these funds?)

Goal 1 – Action A:  Provide K-2 reading tutors ($25,000 targeted)
     (serving targeted pupils only, no need for further clarification)
Goal 1 – Action B:  Provide a 4 week summer program ($50,000 districtwide)
     This action is principally directed to the targeted pupils as 93% of students in need of summer 
education are from the targeted groups based on the detailed survey undertaken by our teaching 
staff 2/1/16.
     Summer school is effective action at mitigating the achievement gap due to the fact that learning 
loss that is more prevalent in low-income households versus high income households over summer 
break.  
     We have noted in the past that the summer slide is a major problem in our district and we believe 
summer school will be the most effective use of funds to serve the  targeted pupil groups .  We 
believe a more structured program will result in less learning loss versus a considered alternative of 
opening the library throughout the summer due to lack of accountability. See studies at www.
summerlearning.org. 
     

LCAP Section 3B - EXAMPLE

48

  
  
  
  
     With these funds we will improve our tutoring services to targeted pupils.  The addition of targeted tutoring to the 
budget of $25,000 is 50% over the tutoring services provided to all pupils  which costs $50,000.
     With these funds we have increased our potential teaching days to students in need from 180 to 200.  That is an 11% 
increase of days spent in a learning environment.  

MPP 10%
     As outlined in Section 3A we have slated to spend $xx,xxx directly on our targeted pupils and $xx,xxx through targeted 
programs.  Out of the total  LCFF dollars of $xxx,xxx this constitutes 12% of our funding and meets the 10% threshold of 
additional services provided.  

       

• (Q#4)  DESCRIBE how these actions increase or improve services for targeted pupils

http://www.summerlearning.org/
http://www.selfworth.org/
http://www.selfworth.org/
http://www.selfworth.org/
http://www.summerlearning.org/
http://www.summerlearning.org/
http://www.summerlearning.org/


LCAP Annual Update/LCAP Development - EXAMPLE
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       We were able to implement a summer school program for the 2015/16 school year and spent 
$48,233, which was slightly less than our $50,000 budgeted figure.  Costs for supplies came in less than 
anticipated.  We had strong enrollment for a first year program at xxx pupils, 95% of which were high 
needs students.  Our attendance throughout the program was 75%.  We did increase days of instruction 
to a good number of high needs pupils.  We believe the action had a favorable outcome and was 
effective based on testing trends.
     We would like to further develop this program by maintaining the current model, but also adding 
$2,000 of classified support service hours to track attendance and contact parent to encourage a better 
rate of attendance.  
     

• (Q#5)  ANALYZE how these actions 
• increased or improved services for targeted pupils
• were effective (or not) in improving outcomes in the intended priority

Checklist for Use of Supplemental and 
Concentration Funds

50

Resource Description

Shasta County Office of Education LCAP webpage:
http://www.shastacoe.org/page.cfm?p=6944

Find current LCAP information, workshop resources, and Shasta 
County district LCAPs

Public Advocates:
http://www.publicadvocates.org/lcff

Find a variety of LCAP resources and information to assist planning 
for unduplicated students

California Department of Education LCFF webpage:
http://ias.cde.ca.gov/lcffreports/
http://caaspp.cde.ca.gov/sb2015/default

Find your district’s LCFF Funding Snapshot, LCFF State Priorities 
Snapshot, and CAASPP results showing how your district 
performed on the LCAP state metrics (includes subgroup 
information)

Californian’s Together:
https://www.californianstogether.org/local-control-funding-formula-and-
english-learners-resources/

LCAP support for English learners

Kids Alliance:  http://kids-alliance.org/lcff/ LCAP support for Foster Youth

Fair Share for Kids:  http://fairshare4kids.org/ LCAP support for high needs students 

California Office of the Attorney General:
https://oag.ca.gov/truancy/2015/learn/lcap-analysis

LCAP resources to support pupil engagement

Education Trust-West:
https://west.edtrust.org/our-work/presentations-and-guides/?q=LCAP

LCAP resources to support unduplicated students and eliminate 
the achievement gap

WestEd’s LCFF Channel: 
http://lcff.wested.org/lcff-channel/

Find additional LCAP resources that compliment the CDE website’s 
information

51

Selected resources to help answer these questions Let’s Practice Together…

• Review the sample LCAP sections 3A & 3B, then answer questions 
one through four on your handout.

• Bonus points for thinking through what question five might look 
like.

• Select something to share with the larger group.

52



Sample LCAP Section 3A
District X received approximately 5.8 million dollars in the supplemental 
portion of the LCFF supporting our 51.5% unduplicated pupils. The majority of 
these funds will continue to be spent on personnel hired to support student 
achievement. 

The largest amount of funding is aimed directly at intervention teachers for 
unduplicated students in elementary, middle, and, this coming year, high 
school. Our research so far within the district has shown us that our 
interventions are working to close the achievement gap that exists between 
our low income, foster youth, and English learner students and the other 
higher-performing students who don’t fit one of those categories. Over time 
we hope to grow these positions, adding more intervention time to make sure 
that our Response to Intervention system is functioning appropriately, and 
bringing students up to grade level when they fall below. 

53

Sample LCAP Section 3A (cont)

We’re also using funds to support part-time teacher support Teachers on 
Special Assignment (TOSAs) at all 18 schools. When developing the TOSA 
model, initial stakeholder input also included increasing site administrators 
or adding district-based TOSAs. Through the stakeholder process, we came 
to agreement that the TOSAs would be most effective when placed at the 
school sites, and when they are hired by the school principals and their 
leadership teams. Our TOSAs have been actively pursuing research-based, 
standards-focused professional learning for all our teachers this year. They 
use the time provided in district-wide late-start Mondays as their primary 
vehicle for teacher support. 
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Sample LCAP Section 3A (cont)
We strongly believe that investing in our teachers supports student 
achievement. We want our students to be successful in their regular 
classrooms (level 1 in Rtl), and in this time of change our teachers have a lot 
of learning to do. This coming year, we will focus professional learning in 
some key areas: building and maintaining Professional Learning Communities, 
focusing on writing and literacy skills, implementing the ELA/ELD framework, 
and implementing the Next Gen Science Standards. All of these things need to 
happen, and instructional leadership can’t be the principal’s responsibility 
alone. The FTE allotments for intervention and TOSA positions are intended 
to be flexible; individuals will be hired by sites and scheduled based on site 
needs. The allotments in the LCAP reflect suggested allocations for 
ELD/Intervention teachers and TOSAs. Sites will determine the actual 
schedule for each teacher.

55

Sample LCAP Section 3B

District X is using the strategies outlined above to increase 
intervention time for high needs kids and improve services by 
including more TOSAs at each site.  

56



Question 1
Are the proposed use of funds principally directed toward meeting the goals 
that the LEA has set in its LCAP for high need students (low-income students, 
English learners, foster youth, and homeless students)?

 

(In other words, are high need pupil goals the principal purpose of the use?) 
57

Question 2
Can the proposed use of funds be demonstrated as an effective use of funds 
for serving the LEA’s goals for high need students? (by past experience, 
research, or theory) 

58

Question 3
If the population of high need students in the LEA is <55%, or in the school is 
<40%, is the decision to provide the LEA-wide or schoolwide service the most 
effective use of the funds, including compared to more targeted programs?

 

• Does the LCAP provide the basis for the “most effective” determination, 
including, 

• alternatives considered, 

• any supporting research,

•  experience, or 

• educational theory? 

59

Question 4
Does the proposed use of funds increase or improve services for high need 
students (i.e., does it “grow services in quality” or “quantity”) over the level of 
services provided to all pupils for the LCAP year? 

60



Your Turn…

• Review your district’s LCAP sections 3A & 3B, then answer 
questions one through four on your handout.

• Select something to share with the large group. 61

Meaningful 3-Year 
Plan

62

What We Are Working On & 
What’s On The  Horizon   

Implementation of CA State Standards for ELA & Math

SBAC

Technology 

College and Career Readiness

Science (NGSS) Framework (release Fall 2016) 

New Science Assessment aligned to NGSS (Pilot test  2016-17, 
Field test 2017-18, Operational 2018-19)

History Social Studies Framework (release Winter 2016)

 

63

NGSS 
Sample

64



NGSS 
Action - 
Services 
SAMPLE

65

LINK to document:  http://www.shastacoe.
org/page.cfm?p=6957
  

NGSS 
Action - 
Services 
SAMPLE

65

LINK to document:  http://www.shastacoe.
org/page.cfm?p=6957
  

Changes moving forward
- Data: same or revisions?
- Actions: same or revisions or drop
- Goals: same or revisions or drop

67

TEAM Discussion
Actions / Services
In reviewing your actions/services:

• What actions/services have been completed?
• What actions/services need to be continued to ensure deeper 

levels of implementation?
• Are there actions/services that need to be modified or 

discontinued?
• Through your LCAP stakeholder meetings and data review, 

have you identified additional actions/services? 68

http://www.shastacoe.org/page.cfm?p=6957
http://www.shastacoe.org/page.cfm?p=6957
http://www.shastacoe.org/page.cfm?p=6957
http://www.shastacoe.org/page.cfm?p=6957
http://www.shastacoe.org/page.cfm?p=6957
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Timeline Check-in

69

Potential Next Steps in 3-Year Plan
1. Complete Annual Update.
2. Complete Stakeholders Engagement on:

a. Annual Update
b. Planning for 2016-17

3. Draft Goals, Expected Measurable Outcomes, and Action Steps
4. Estimate Expenditures
5. Have County Office review for planned actions and services by 

end of April
6. Ensure budget matches LCAP expenditures
7. Take to BOARD for approval (public hearing & approval at 

separate board meetings)
8. Submit to County Office for final approval by June 30

70

TEAM:
1. What have we 

accomplished on the 
LCAP planning guide 
timeline?

2. What is our district’s 
timeline?
a. Identify responsibility
b. Identify dates for 

completion
71

Questions & 
Answers

72



Salary Increases
Can I use supplemental and concentration dollars to fund an across the board 
raises?

• Short answer and COE stance - No
• Longer answer - Are you sure there isn’t something more creative you could 

do first with salaries...PD days, extra teachers, extra time.
• Longest answer - You would need to justify why you think it is the best 

possible use of your sup/con dollars, how it is affecting your sup/con kids 
more than other pupils, and then down the road you will need to show that 
its effect is increasing your rubrics favorably...but careful, rumor has it this 
use will be carefully monitored and that stakeholder advocate groups will 
be taking a close look at the District’s spending sup/con dollars in this 
nature.  If you are still on this train, let us know and we will send you the 
guidance provided by the CDE, ACLU, and Public Advocates. 73

Fund Balance Restrictions
I didn’t spend all my supplemental and concentration dollars this year...what 
do I do with the leftover funds?

• Short answer - Nothing, let them fall into your unrestricted balance.
• Longer answer - If you prefer to track these funds, you could choose to 

assign or commit them to supplemental and concentration objectives or 
programs in your fund balance. 

• Longest answer - At this time there is no restriction placed on supplemental 
and concentration dollars.  However, that may become an area of 
contention with stakeholder advocates if you are continually failing to 
expend dollars meant for the purpose of increasing and improving services 
to a high needs population.  

74

75

TIMELINE
New Truancy Toolkit

LINK: https:
//oag.ca.
gov/truanc
y/toolkit 
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https://oag.ca.gov/truancy/toolkit
https://oag.ca.gov/truancy/toolkit
https://oag.ca.gov/truancy/toolkit
https://oag.ca.gov/truancy/toolkit
https://oag.ca.gov/truancy/toolkit


Truancy Toolkit

• Communication 
Tools

• Research
• Strategy 

Recommendations

LINK: https://oag.ca.
gov/truancy/toolkit 
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Removing Barriers for Students in Poverty

• How Teachers Can 
Counteract the 
Effect of Poverty

• How Poverty Affects 
Classroom 
Engagement

• Homeless - And 
Doubled Up

• Hold the Line - 
Engagement 
Strategies that 
welcome Families in 
Poverty
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Articles found on our website with today’s resources
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